KNIGHT LEVEL THREE

Use the information in the packet to create a cartoon or story about a
knight looking for his lost pieces of armor. You must include the
following terms listed below, in correct context. (Example – you can
not say “I found the visor,” you must use the term visor in context.
Example – “I attached the visor to the helmet”). You cannot use
multiple key vocabulary in one sentence – only one word. Because this
is a story, you must have action and adventure as your knight is
obtaining the lost pieces. All terms must be IN RED or UNDERLINED
IN RED. Your story will not be graded unless you follow the directions.
If you are typing a story, 12 point font MUST be used, DOUBLE
SPACED ONLY, and your full name and class period is UNDER your
CREATIVE TITLE. The story must be a minimum of 4 typed pages. If
you are writing your story by hand, it must be in BLUE or BLACK ink,
one side of the paper only, and nothing crossed out and a minimum of 8
pages.

If you are creating a cartoon, NO STICK FIGURES. Remember, you
have to use all of the terms per directions above which includes a story
line. You may not dress the knight in a single frame of your cartoon.
( only one key word per frame) Cartoons may be created on the
computer or construction paper.

Helmet visor gorget shoulder piece cuirass brassard tasset
 gauntlet coat of mail cuisse elbow piece greave sabaton
 lance mace Battle-axe war-flail
 sword ( include the parts damascened, hilt, pommel, quillons, scabbard)
 herald Siege war horse page squire falconry archery
 quintain body squire armiger knighting ceremony spurs
 Hooks and buckles a five part code of chivalry for your knight